
Precedents of family bonding - (nudge and micro- interaction)

Various 
articles on 
common 
spaces at 

home
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Bonding Togetherness
This beautiful villa in Tretes, East Java
was designed to strengthen the owners'
family bond while enjoying nature.

not 
helpful 
in LDR

Takeaway- 
common 

space where 
you can exist 

together
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15 Guaranteed ways to
turboboost your family
bonds ( Updated 2020)
Strong family bonds| Here are 15
proven ways to build super strong
family bonds. Simple family bonding
activities like spending quality time
together, volunteering, creating a motto,
cooking and drawing up a laughter list
guarantee lasting family bonds.

Family 
motto

Watching 
TV together 

etc

Whatsapp Dps 
//my mother 

really sees if we 
update pictures, 
who is in these 

pictures
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How Digital Picture
Frames Work
A digital picture frame is the perfect
gadget for sharing digital photos with
the computerless. Learn how these
Internet appliances keep the
technophobe in the loop.

Digital 
Photoframe 

(like a normal 
photo but can 
be changed)

schoolofdesignthinking.echos.cc

Can Design Thinking
Help With Family
Conflict?
I have been studying Design Thinking for
many years. What intrigued me at first
was the different definitions given to
this approach. What is Design Thinking?
Some specialists call it is ‘a process’,
others “an innovation tool”. Some
experts say that De…

creating 
experience for 

only one, as 
author acting as 

daughter and 
facilitator

“the mind that 
opens up to a 
new idea will 

never return to 
its original size”.

How can a good conversation happen?

Specifically, research has indicated 
that the most profound human 
bonds are created from mutual 

understanding, perceived 
trustworthiness, active listening, 

and a dash of humor.

Conversation 
prompt cards

LDR 
apps

 partyqs.com

Party Qs - The #1
Questions App for
Conversation Starters
Party Qs keeps the conversation going
for couples, groups, friends, and family.

Party Qs exists to help people get to 
know each other 
better and connect on a deeper 
level through fun and interesting 
conversations in real life.
Party Qs is purely focused on great 
times offline. You know you're using 
the app right if you forget about your 
phone. Our mission is to create a 
safe environment for having great 
talks with the people you love ... 
offline, in- person, and surrounded 
with laughter.

What if one 
already 
'knows' 

each other?

It has questions 
about past life? 

(best experience 
etc on various 

topics)

The app is meant to be used 
in real- life situations like a 

family gathering or an 
intimate meal with a loved 

one.
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Longwalks - Share
Meaningfully – Apps on
Google Play
“It’s an app designed, literally, to help
you have conversations that are more
meaningful, and not just chit chat.”
Oprah Winfrey Meaningful
conversations and authentic sharing
bring you closer - it’s just that simple!
Our daily prompts and guided conv…

trap of 
Eventually 
becoming 
like a feed

Journal. 
But 

shared

Everyone answers 
the same prompt, 
and we all have to 

share our own 
answer first to see 

what others are 
sharing
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Fabriq: Staying in Touch
Doesn't Have to Be
Hard – Download the
App!
Track your connections, keep personal
notes, and get the reminders you need
to reconnect regularly. Don't let anyone
slip through the cracks. Download Now!

Birthday 
reminders, 

app tells when 
is it time to 
reconnect

SM apps also 
inform of 

b'days but this 
does only that

www.empoweringparents.com…

Conversation Starters –
About My Day –
Empowering Parents

framing of sentence.
1. is anything 
worrying you?
vs
2. nothing is 
worrying you, right?

most prompts are phrased 
for us, what if they aren't. 
How to make them think of 
what to talk?
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Family conversation
starters: Helping
parents have
meaningful discussions
Two Arizona entrepreneurs realized
families could use some help when it
comes to talking and connecting. Adam
Brooks created a deck of cards called
Drive-A-Logue: Driving Family
Conversations. Shannon Banker's Food
With Thought conversation sets pos…
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Conversation Votes: Enabling Anonymous Cues

Conversation 
clock-

Real- time 
visualization- 

amount of 
contribution

2 hypothesis. People who 
spoke more will speak less 
and vice versa. People who 

contributed critical 
information would 

continue to do so, people 
with non- critical 

information would speak 
less

BalanceTable

 fireflies.ai

Fireflies.ai - Free
Meeting Recording &
Transcription
Record, transcribe and search your calls
in one central place. Fireflies lets you
search all your past convos and create
action items in seconds. Easiest meeting
minutes, ever..

 groovy.bot

Groovy - The Best
Discord Music Bot
An incredibly easy to use music bot for
Discord that doesn't skip on features.
Supports YouTube, Spotify, Apple Music
and more.

Moderator 
Bot??

 dl.acm.org

Supporting Online Dating Decisions
with a Prompted Discussion Interface

 blog.thoughtpick.com

MIT’s Social Garden:
Tend to Your
Relationships

depicts the 
relationship 

as a plant

basis of 
frequency 

not content

fits in 
the 

home

privacy 
issues

human 
tracking

 dl.acm.org

Asemmetery 
of 

information

will spark convo

what if where 
the driver 

pointed gets 
saved for to 

view later
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Digital Post-Its
- This Stylish "mirror' that transforms
into an electronic touch screen family
message center, is part of the
"Simplicity" range of concept innovatio...

 Instead of leaving 'post- its' on your 
fridge, leave a message as text 
,picture or video clip or send one 
from a remote source.

It is so simple to operate, touch the 
mirror with a Stylus and a drawing 
space opens...to record your image in 
video format..tap a blue light in the 
top corner it will turn red and record 
you in real time leaving a message.
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Glancephone - an
exploration of human
expression - Microsoft
Research
In this paper, we describe the design
and ethnographic study of a phone
developed so as to allow people to
glance at each other, rather than simply
message or voice call. Glancephones
work through having a form factor that
allows them to be placed uprig…
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I- Portrait: An Interactive Photograph 
System for Enhancing Social Presence

others 
control your 

device//
in a way

attempt to 
recreate rl 

communication 
system

experience of  
looking at 

photograph in 
the 21st 
century

different 
gestures make 

the image 
move 

differently
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Instagram design guide
shows architects how
to create "a visual
sense of amazement"
Architects should make Instagram-
friendly elements a central part of their
designs for hotels, bars and restaurants
to boost their chances of success,
according to a new report.
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